Demo: VRLifeTime -- An IDE Tool to Avoid Concurrency and Memory Bugs in Rust
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ABSTRACT
As a young programming language designed for systems software development, Rust aims to provide safety guarantees like high-level languages and performance efficiency like low-level languages. Lifetime is a core concept in Rust, and it is key to both safety checks and automated resource management conducted by the Rust compiler. However, Rust’s lifetime rules are very complex. In reality, it is not uncommon that Rust programmers fail to infer the correct lifetime, causing severe concurrency and memory bugs. In this paper, we present VRLifeTime, an IDE tool that can visualize lifetime for Rust programs and help programmers avoid lifetime-related mistakes. Moreover, VRLifeTime can help detect some lifetime-related bugs (i.e., double locks) with detailed debugging information. A demo video is available at https://youtu.be/dA-PRYhYyoo.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Rust is a young programming language designed to develop low-level software. Its main design goal is to provide the same runtime performance as C/C++, while ruling out safety issues in C/C++ through strict compile-time checks. In recent years, Rust has gained increasing popularity. According to surveys on Stack Overflow, Rust’s lifetime rules very complex. In the real world, it is difficult for Rust programmers to correctly infer Rust variables’ lifetime scopes. Moreover, Rust’s lifetime rules are checked and enforced at compilation, so that Rust can achieve the performance as good as C/C++ during runtime.

Besides safety, Rust’s lifetime mechanism is also widely used to achieve automated resource management, since all resources allocated to a variable are automatically freed when the variable ends its lifetime. For example, there is no explicit Unlock() function in Rust. A Mutex.Lock() function call returns a reference of the shared variable protected by the mutex. All accesses to the shared variable are conducted using the reference, so that the Rust compiler can verify all accesses happen while the lock is held. The lock is automatically released by the Rust compiler (through implicitly calling Unlock()), when the reference variable ends its lifetime.

However, Rust proposes many new language features, making its lifetime rules very complex. In the real world, it is difficult for Rust programmers to correctly infer Rust variables’ lifetime scopes. Thus, some allocated resources are held longer or shorter than programmers’ expectations, leading to severe concurrency and memory bugs, e.g., double locks, use-after-free bugs.

A double-lock deadlock in TiKV is shown in Figure 1. Variable client’s inner field is an Inner object protected by a RwLock. Line 3 acquires the read lock and uses field m to call function connect(). If connect() returns Err (line 7), function client.reconnect() is called at line 8, which in turn acquires the write lock at line 15. However, the lifetime of the reference returned by client.inner.read() doesn’t end until the end of the match block at line 10, so that the read lock is held until line 10. Therefore, a double-lock bug happens when function connect() return Err. The fix is to save the return of connect() to a local
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variable `result` and use it as the condition of the `match` block at line 5. After fixing, the read lock is released at line 4.

The bug in Figure 1 demonstrates the difficulty in reasoning the lifetime of a Rust variable and writing correct Rust programs. Programmers have to know where the implicit `Unlock()` is called by the Rust compiler is related to the lifetime of the reference returned by `Mutex.lock()` (or `RwLock.read()`), how the Rust compiler computes the lifetime for a variable if the variable is used in the condition of a `match` block, and whether using a variable to invoke a function can impact its lifetime. With the complex syntax in Rust, bugs caused by misunderstanding Rust’s lifetime rules widely exist in the real world [9].

In this paper, we present VRLifeTime, an IDE tool that can visualize the lifetime scope for a user-selected variable. We implement VRLifeTime as a plugin for Visual Studio Code [5]. Besides the lifetime visualization, we also integrate the double-lock detector built in our previous work [9] into VRLifeTime. For each double lock identified by the detector, VRLifeTime highlights the corresponding locking operations and also provides a detailed explanation. The difference between our previous paper [9] and this paper is that our previous paper conducted a bug study and implemented two bug detectors for Rust, while this paper focuses on highlighting Rust variables’ lifetime scopes to avoid lifetime-related bugs.

In summary, we make the following contributions.
- First, we conduct Rust-specific program analysis to accurately compute the lifetime scope for a given variable.
- Second, we provide a user-friendly GUI with comprehensive information for programmers to understand identified issues.

2 RELATED WORK

Rust uses LLVM as its compiler backend. Thus, many static and dynamic bug detectors designed for C/C++ [2, 14] can also be applied to Rust. However, we anticipate these tools are not effective at identifying lifetime-related bugs in Rust, since those bugs are usually caused by Rust’s unique language features. The Rust team builds and releases two detectors. They either cover limited buggy code patterns [11] or depend on user-provided inputs [6], and neither of them aims to detect concurrency bugs.

3 OVERVIEW

An overview of VRLifeTime’s architecture is shown in Figure 2. When a programmer saves the Rust source code file she is editing, VRLifeTime runs the Rust compiler to generate the MIR of the Rust file. When the programmer selects a piece of source code in the IDE, VRLifeTime first identifies which variable’s lifetime the programmer wants to analyze, and then computes the lifetime scope through analyzing the generated MIR. VRLifeTime also invokes the double-lock detector to analyze the computed lifetime scope for potential bugs. In the end, the computed lifetime scope and the identified bugs are visualized in the IDE.

Figure 3 shows how VRLifeTime visualizes the bug in Figure 1. After the read locking operation (line 316) is selected, VRLifeTime colors the selection in yellow and colors the computed lifetime scope of the temporary reference returned by the read locking in pink. Function `client.reconnect()` is called inside the lifetime scope, so that all its instructions are considered inside the lifetime scope and are also colored in pink. Since `client.reconnect()` acquires the write lock and causes the double lock, VRLifeTime puts a tilde under the invocation of `client.reconnect()` to warn the programmer. If the programmer moves his mouse onto the invocation, a window is popped up to explain the warning (i.e., a potential double lock) and provide more information (i.e., the write lock acquisition at line 348).

4 IMPLEMENTATION

We implement VRLifeTime as a plugin for Visual Studio Code (VSCode). VRLifeTime takes the generated MIR and a user-selected piece of code as input, and computes the visualization information in four steps: parsing MIR, pinpointing the selected variable,
computing the lifetime scope, and searching critical operations. We only present the details for the first three steps in this paper, since the last step is discussed in our previous paper [9].

**Parsing MIR.** We parse the generated MIR and build the control flow graph (CFG) for each function in it. Given a program element (e.g., variable, instruction), MIR provides its rendering location, including the row number and the range of column numbers. We record the rendering information to interact with VSCode. Given two variables a and b, if a is moved to b (indicated by keyword move), we consider a and b are equivalent. We compute equivalent variable sets for each function. We also compute the points-to set for each pointer variable and reference variable.

**Pinpointing the selected variable.** We expect a user to select a few characters in the edited Rust file. A particular event in VSCode can provide the row number and the range of the columns for the selected characters. VRLifeTime identifies the selected variable as the one with the smallest column range among all variables whose rendering locations can cover the selected characters. For a temporary variable, VRLifeTime considers its rendering location the same as the operation creating the variable.

**Computing the lifetime scope.** MIR leverages two special instructions StorageLive and StorageDead to mark the lifetime start and the lifetime end for each variable respectively. We define the lifetime scope of a variable as a set of instructions. Each instruction is along a path on CFG starting from the variable’s StorageLive and ending at the variable’s StorageDead. If a variable has equivalent variables (i.e., variables with the moving relationship), we compute the union of lifetime scopes for all its equivalent variables and use the union as the lifetime scope.

To handle a function call, we consider the following two cases. First, if a function is called in the lifetime scope of a variable and the variable is not moved into the function, we consider all the instructions executed by the function directly or indirectly as in the lifetime scope of the variable. Second, if the variable is moved into the function, then the variable’s lifetime ends right after the call site in the caller function and we continue to analyze the callee function to extend the variable’s lifetime scope.

For a pointer variable, we visualize the lifetime of the object it points to. The reason is that a pointer variable is in a primitive type and its own lifetime scope has nothing to do with memory bugs or concurrency bugs, while inspecting whether a pointer is used inside the lifetime of the object it points to can avoid potential use-after-free bugs. Given a reference variable, we visualize its own lifetime, since the Rust compiler guarantees that all references live within the lifetime of its owner variable and using a reference cannot cause any use-after-free bug.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

**Methodology.** Our experiment is designed to understand the proportion of real-world double locks VRLifeTime can detect (coverage) and how accurate VRLifeTime’s detection results are (accuracy). In our previous work, we collected 70 real-world concurrency bugs from popular Rust applications and libraries [9]. Among them, 30 are double locks. We apply VRLifeTime to the 30 bugs and inspect how many of them can be detected to understand the coverage. For accuracy, we apply VRLifeTime to the latest versions of the Rust applications and libraries used in our previous work [9]. We examine all reported results to count true bugs and false positives.

**Coverage.** For 21 (out of 30) collected double locks, the Rust compiler can compile the buggy application version or we successfully inject the bug into a version that can be compiled. We apply VRLifeTime to the 21 bugs directly. VRLifeTime detects 18 bugs and fails to report the other three. For the remaining nine bugs, the compiler cannot compile their buggy versions and we cannot do the bug injection either, because their buggy functions have already been removed. We cannot apply VRLifeTime to the nine bugs directly. Thus, we conduct a manual study on them and find that VRLifeTime can detect four of them. Overall, VRLifeTime can detect a relatively large portion of real-world double-lock deadlocks.

There are two possible reasons why a bug is not detected by VRLifeTime. First, our alias analysis is not precise, and we fail to identify the same lock is acquired twice for four bugs. Second, our call-graph analysis is not good enough (e.g., unable to handle function pointers). There are four bugs due to this reason.

**Accuracy.** After applying VRLifeTime to the latest application versions, VRLifeTime detects six previously unknown bugs without reporting any false positive. We report all the detected bugs to developers. Developers have fixed all of them [8].

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Facing the increasing adoption of Rust in developing safety-critical software systems, we build VRLifeTime, an IDE tool that can visualize the lifetime scope for a user-selected variable and help programmers avoid lifetime-related bugs. VRLifeTime also has the capability to detect double-lock deadlocks, while providing detailed information to facilitate the bug validation and fixing. In the future, we plan to extend VRLifeTime to detect other types of bugs and conduct a user study to understand which debugging information is more valuable.